Do you Sudoku? Game for Kids
Instructions

CONTENTS
- 30 puzzle cards (60 puzzles)
- 108 animal tiles
- 1 die
- Instructions

SET UP
Each player selects a puzzle card.

HOW TO PLAY

1. The youngest player (Roller) rolls the die first.
2. Once rolled the Roller makes the appropriate animal noise, which matches the animal image printed on the die.
3. Once the appropriate animal noise is made, all players find an animal tile that matches the image printed on the die.
4. Each player places the animal tile rolled on his/her card according to Sudoku puzzle rules.

SUDOKU PUZZLE RULES
Each puzzle is a large grid made up of 6 mini-grids. There are six horizontal rows and six vertical rows. Each row, column and mini-grid must be filled in with an animal (bee, cow, duck, frog, lamb, pig). Each vertical and horizontal row may have only one of each animal as does each 2x3 grid.

5. Players may not place a tile if they no longer need the “rolled” animal to complete their card.
6. Play continues to the left and the next player becomes the new Roller.
7. Each time a player completely fills any 2x3 grid on his/her puzzle card, s/he yells out “SUDOKU!”
8. The player that yells out “SUDOKU!” takes control of the die and earns a special bonus roll. The special bonus roll applies to the Roller only.

HOW TO WIN
The first player to completely fill in his/her puzzle card wins.
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